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Details of Visit:

Author: ShadaMagiChudi
Location 2: London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 11 May 2011 1:00 pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07855000245

The Premises:

One of the larger hotels on the M4 corridor near heathrow. Sat in Lobby for 10 minutes while she
got ready for me. Room was spacious and comfortable

The Lady:

Stunning indian girl, mid 20's (probably), wearing a red sari, red lipstick, and high heels. 

The Story:

Kareena is a breath of fresh air as far as indian girls are concerned, she kisses passionately, does
OWO, RO and most other standard services with equal passion and self enjoyment.

Always nervous and excited when meeting a girl in a hotel but need not have worried as Kareena
put me at ease straight away by starting to french kiss me passionately.

After about 10 minutes of snogging, she took her red sari off to reveal some sexy red lingerie. I
noticed her toes were dainty and very sexy with red polish on. Immediately took her feet out of her
shoes and started palying with her toes, sucking and sniffing on them. This got me stiff straight
away. She then sucked on my cock, and on my request made it wet with her spit. A prolonged
session of 69 was performed with me sucking and licking on her clit. All this was encouraged by
some mutual filthy talk.
Had a great sex session next, firstly in reverse cowgirl, followed by cowgirl which was quite
vigorous. This was followed by mish and then doggy untill I was exhausted. She gave me a handjob
to completion while telling me dirty stories about how she got fucked by some of her other clients.

We had a break, some chit chat, and round two consisted of a wanking session as I once again
appreciated her sexy toes

A very enjoyable session was had with a beautiful indian girl. it is worth mentioning that Kareena
has a sweet personality and is very giving and never a clock watcher. I will certainly see her again
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